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WOOD DUCK BONUS 
By John w. Taylor 

Along with efforts to band di~ 
ducks at Cold Spring Harbor, L, l 
a trap was placed in a fresh 'Wat 
lake at the head of the harbor. 6 

The water level of the lake ha:d 
been lowered so that spring ra1na 
would not cause nooding, and th 
trap was placed alongside a g11ave 
bar the top of which was prot~ 
from the watero We baited both 
exposed and underwater areas 'id;t]t 
whole corn. Dabbling ducks, Can,. 
ada Geese, and Mute Swan fed a
long the bar and in deeper water 

by "tipping up". scaup Ducks dove nearby. As the water level of the laRe 
was raised, we would move the trap to higher ground so there would be ne 
possibility of its being completely covered by water and drowning any 
ducks that were lured inside. Eventually the trap was on top of the pre .. 
viously exposed gravel bar which was now under about three feet of waten, 

When the water became too deep for "tipping up", the dabbling ducks 
began to dive. The previous chain of events had shown them sn easy source 
of food. What surprised me was the aggressiveness and persistence of Wocla 
Ducks (Aix sponsa) in the trapping area. They not only dove frequently 
but also chased the larger ducks ar...iay. Two ducks and a drake seemed to 
be near the trap most of the time, and on one occasion the drake was ve~ 
busy feeding and also chasing away a persistant and hungr;r black ducko 
The latter kept coming back but was chased away before being able to fee~, 

Two pairs of Wood Duck, the most observed at any time, were caught 
and banded, and one repeated in this trap. Although Mallards and Black 
Ducks were far more numerous on the lake, they numbered only seven trap~!!. 
plus one repeat. Possibly the Wood Duck were more at home making shalillow 
dives than the other two species. or maybe the drake's aggressiveness was 
responsible for the small percentage of the others trapped. 

As an isolated experience, this may have no significance. However, 
it does suggest that if one were trapping woodies and found the presence 
of other species annoying and expensive because of bait consumed. the t 
competition might be eliminated and no harm done to the Wood Duck projec 
by moving the trap to deeper water. 

RFD, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 
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NOVICE PROJECT PLANNING 
By Dorothy L. Bordner 
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'l'he first and foremost requirement for starting and continuing any 
roject" is curiosity. After the seeds are sown most projects will just 

!ll1 wind the problem then becomes one of holding them down to a manageable 
~~el• Followin& are some type a of projects: 

1. study of one species or family. 

z. Nesting study of a particular area: 

a. Netting or trapping of the breeding birds. 

b. Banding of nestings. (Note that if nestllngs and adults are 
banded on opposite legs, field observation becomes easier.) 

J• Efficiency of traps - what contributes most: 

a. Type of trap. 

b. location: Habitat - open country, woodland, etc. 
On the ground or above ground level. 

c. Bait used. 

d. Combinations of the above - for example, does one species 
trap better in a different type of trap under different 
habitat conditions7 

4. Nets vs. wire traps: are some species caught more readily by one 
method than by the other7 

Questions which can be asked in connection with any project (or which 
Jil:ght be extended to project status): 

1. longevity - what is the normal length of life as shown by returns 
or recoveries? 

2. Returns - which species return most often to the same breeding or 
wintering area 7 

3, Predation -

a. How does a banding operation affect the number of predators? 

b. Nestlings of which species can be banded without excessive 
loss fl"9m predation? 




